Fabric wallcoverings produce dramatic walls with natural texture and intense depth of colour, creating a smart and stylish alternative to traditional wallpaper.

Virtually all James Hare’s wonderful fabrics can be paper backed to create wallcoverings. With a vast collection of plains, together with fabulous woven patterns, there are a dazzling range of possibilities.
Curtain and cushion: Fuji Natural/Dusky Rose.
Wallcovering, headboard, throw: Persia, Winter Green.
Cushions: Persia, French Grey; Simla Silk, Connemara; Kashmiri Silk, Eton Blue and Concrete.

Walkovering, headboard, throw: Persia, Winter Green.
Cushions: Persia, French Grey; Simla Silk, Connemara; Kashmiri Silk, Eton Blue and Concrete.
James Hare have launched their first Stocked Fabric Wallcoverings collection. Sourced from their extensive range of fabric plains, this collection has a 3 metre minimum order and is an exciting addition to their interior service, especially as fabric wallcoverings are a strong emerging trend.
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